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Successful farm management leads to farm 
profitability. The quality of decisions made have a 
direct and significant effect on that profitability. P&L 
exist to help farm businesses make good decisions 
and work with them to achieve profitable results.

Several factors inuence the overall success of a farm 
business - operating strategy, cost management, 
utilisation of resource, environmental stewardship, 
diversification and many more. The P&L team is just 
as diverse, with plenty of experience in all aspects of 
farm business. It is this combined, wide ranging 
diversity which makes P&L such a valuable resource 
to farm businesses.

P&L provide much more than consultancy...

AgriConsulting
Professional Consultancy

for Farmers

Did you know,

Farm Management Services

Dairy Consultancy

Buying Group Benefits

Online Advice

The Energy Resource
With fossil fuels depleting and energy consumption 
increasing, agriculture is playing an important part in 
the foundation of a sustainable energy future. The 
use of agriculture to provide a sustainable, long-
term, alternative energy resource is real and 
achievable. Talk to P&L about your energy resource 
and discover the opportunity within your farm 
business.

Whatever your farm business needs, P&L are there to 
provide advice and support, helping you towards a 
sustainable and more profitable future.

For farm businesses large or small P&L provide a wide and 
helpful range of management services including:

 Whole farm business planning and budgeting
 Value analysis, budgeting and cashow
 Bookkeeping, tax advice and accounting
 VAT and payroll management
 Secretarial services and staff
 Performance bench-marking cross-discipline
 NVZ and Cross Compliance
 Understanding legal requirement and the latest legislation
 Lagoon soils test for environment agency complience
 Customised farm maps and field plans

P&L specialise in Dairy Consultancy services. We will help you 
work smarter, aiming to deliver increased profitability by 
optimising performance and improving production led 
efficiencies.

 Static parlour testing
 Mastitis management
 Nutritional advice
 Forage analysis
 Ration formulation
 Performance review
 Soil testing
 Grass walking

Many P&L clients are already enjoying the benefits of our 
wide purchasing platform. We are able to source a 
comprehensive range of feed and forage products at the best 
possible cost through group purchasing.

 High quality compound feeds
 Matched formulation quality blends
 Moist feeds and buckets
 Forage additives and seeds

Make sure you are up to date with the latest news and advice 
from P&L - visit and bookmark our website today!


